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I would like to take the opportunity to wish you a happy new year. I am sure by now everybody has set his/her 
resolutions for 2012. At Visique Optometrists, we were already preparing for it at the end of last year and now we
are happy to announce to you the opening of our new boutique in Naccache, Metn which had set Visique
Optometrists team resolution for the year to come! 
Visique Optometrists is recognized as a practice of optometry that was established 5 years ago in our first boutique in
Ashrafieh. We have grown in successful independent optometric practices in Lebanon. This success has occurred by
word-of-mouth and ophthalmologists referrals. Moreover, this success is primarily the result of our constant quest for
excellence in patient satisfaction and eye care technology. We want Visique Optometrists to serve as your family's eye
care practice for life.
We were very happy to have the opportunity to serve the Metn community with
a beautifully located boutique that has most of the latest technology for an
optometry clinic. This clinic provides the best service of eye refraction, specialty
contact lenses, low vision, exclusive renowned optical frames and sunglasses
and ophthalmic lens dispensary.
You will love selecting new frames in our beautiful, spacious optical boutique!
We have lots of frames on display, in all the latest designs. We carry the
hottest brand names and fashion designers, including some that are exclusive
to Visique Optometrists. We will answer all your questions and make sure you
have a perfect fit.

NEW YEAR, NEW SHOP!
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At Visique Optometrists, you can trust us with your kids‘ eyes. 
Our professional team is well trained to help you choose the right frames
and lenses depending on your kids’prescription.

Children Eyeglasses: Durability and Safety Issues
Thinner, lighter and stronger materials, like stainless steel, acetate and
titanium, are becoming very popular in children's eyewear. Frames made
from these durable materials are great for kids who are hard on their
glasses. However, we offer extended warranties on children's eyeglasses so
you can feel more at ease about your investment in your kids' eyewear.
We have lots of choices for your little ones. 
Brands range from popular characters like Fisher-Price, Barbie, Hello Kitty,
titeuf and to more specialized frames with high quality materials such as
Lafont, OIO from Titanflex and Lindberg. Our children's eyeglasses
durability and safety features for your peace of mind! 

WHO IS BETTER THAN VISIQUE OPTOMETRISTS TO TRUST YOUR KIDS’ EYES?

OIO High Quality Kids Eyewear
We have recently launched OIO Kids collection from Eschenbach Optik at our boutiques. OIO kids eyewear are made
from high-quality materials such as TITANflex and acetate. 

Tips For Buying Kids' Eyewear:

1-Have your child pick out several
frames they like. Then have Visique
team determine which ones provide
the best fit.

2-Choose a TITANIUM material frame
that is very light and durable.

3-Choose a lens material that is a
very safe and good choice for
children's eyeglasses.

“These frames are exceptionally comfortable to wear.”



I have used eyeglasses for more than 50 years. I really like them a lot as they are part of
my persona.
Most fortunately I found Visique in Lebanon some time ago, upon my arrival to Beirut,
one of the most professional & best equipped providers of optical frames & ophthalmic
lenses that I have come across as a diplomat.
I, together with my daughter, discovered a group of friendly & highly qualified
professionals optometrists & opticians, who since the day we stepped in such a beautiful
optical boutique, have spared no efforts in order for us to find excellent options among
the most attractive optical frames (such as Lindberg) together with world class lenses and
contact lenses.
I have enjoyed immensely the very wise advice of all the team at Visique, have
appreciated their highly committed service. Consequently I have received eloquent
praise & admiration from colleagues, friends & family members for having & using every
single day more than a pair of some unique & personalized eyeglasses.
Visique opened a new path for me and got me started in a long term relationship with
an optical store, making the use of the best contemporary designed optical frames &
lenses a real pleasure and a joy.
Gracias amigos!

HE Jorge Alvarez
Ambassador of Mexico to Lebanon

From the beginning of the brand, the
collections are entirely and exclusively
designed in the lafont creation studio. 
The studio LAFONT ensures that
design and product are the mark of
the brand. The brand won multiple
awards worldwide, such as the best
women eyewear of the year in Tokyo
in 2006, best sunglasses of the year
in 2006 in Paris, and best kids
eyewear of the year in 2000 and
2007 at Silmo in Paris. 
Recently, at the Last IOFT show in
Tokyo, LAFONT Eyewear has been
awarded “The Kids Eyewear Of The
Year” for ELECTRON, an acetate
frame in the 4-7 years old range.

MEETING HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Excellent and friendly service. 
I trust their opinion as everyone is very
knowledgeable about lens technology and proper
frame fit, extremely thorough examination.
I also love the way the glasses look and how light
they feel, an overall very good experience.

Mrs. Lena Fadel
Owner sel & Poivre

We are extremely proud of the feedback we have received from our clients
over the years for the quality of our work and our commitment to their
success. Below are a few testimonials from a sampling of our clients:

Do you want to see better?
Visit VISIQUE !”

Mr. Selim Mouzannar
Owner of Selim Mouzannar Jewelry

The LAFONT Eyewear concept : combination of design & technique in order to create stylish frames.

CONGRATS TO LAFONT EYEWEAR 2011 KIDS AWARD!



The main reason why sunglasses are worn is to protect the eyes from UV and from glare. There are lots of
sunglasses brands in the market, however, one should know which one protects better his/her eyes. 

WHY MAUI JIM ARE THE BEST FOR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES?

Recently, we have introduced Maui Jim® brand in our boutiques that are considered the best sunglasses for
outdoor activities. The main four reasons for the superiority of Maui Jim® over other sunglasses are : 

1. Glare Reduction
Maui Jim’s proprietary PolarizedPlus®2 technology reduces 99.9 percent of harmful glare and is the most
advanced polarization available. When on the water or land, the lenses reduce glare from above, below and
behind. The UV ray reduction is unparalleled because Maui Jim uses up to 9 layers of protection built into each
lens to cut 100 percent of UVA and UVB rays. The proprietary polarizing filter of Maui Jim blocks glare from
any flat, smooth, or shiny surface, which even makes it possible to see below the surface of water. The anti-
reflective treatment blocks glare from behind to eliminate eye fatigue. The unique, bi-gradient mirror technology
adds protection from light through the top and bottom of the lens. Maui Jim also offers MauiGradient™ lenses
that feature single gradient protection. Only Maui Jim’s PolarizedPlus®2 technology delivers deep color vision
and a higher level of contrast and depth perception. 

2. True Colors
Maui Jim’s proprietary polarized film, PolarizedPlus®2, not only reduces glare, but produces true, vivid colors.
With Maui Jim lenses, blues are bluer. Greens are more vivid. Reds are vibrant. Yellows pop. And whites are
true, without a yellow cast. How? Maui Jim uses three rare earth elements on its lenses which, when combined
with the glare-protecting elements of each lens, results in significantly truer colors. 

3. Repel Water, Dirt, Smudges
Maui Jim’s unique waterproof and oleophobic coatings repel water and grease, and make smudges and
fingerprints easier to wipe away – both inside and outside our lenses. The Clearshell® scratch-resistant
technology for Maui Evolution® and Polycarbonate lenses helps them perform better for longer – which means
clearer sight. The SuperThin(ST) glass is durable, scratch-resistant and 20 percent thinner and lighter than
standard laminated glass lenses. 

As a thank you to our longstanding contact lens’customers, we offer an
exclusive FIDELITY CARD that entitles the bearer to some benefits. 
Collect more stamps on your FIDELITY CARD, as you make more 
purchases of contact lens and solution. Once your card is full with fidelity
stamps, you may obtain either contact lens or solution absolutely FREE!

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.

JOIN OUR CONTACT LENS FIDELITY CARD PROGRAM

“Durable, scratch-resistant, 20%
thinner & lighter than standard

laminated glass lenses.”



We are very glad to launch The High-tech design in glasses from TITANflex. This
material is used in all areas where extreme flexibility and protection against
buckling are highly important, such as in space research or medical
engineering. Eschenbach first discovered TITANflex as a material for glasses
frames more than 20 years ago. The unique properties of the alloy speak for
themselves. TITANflex, the original product from Eschenbach, enjoys cult status.
The high-end glasses for men have set standards on the market – right from the
start. Their unmistakable hallmark is a distinctly masculine design and minimalist
elegance, perfectly combined with the extremely flexible material and first-rate
processing. Technical sophistication and material combinations which are only
offered by Eschenbach in the industry underline the attractiveness of TITANflex.
With TITANflex, diversity is part of the deal. 

TITANFLEX NOW IN LEBANON!

In Paris, LINDBERG received a
Silmo d’Or, the most prestigious
international award in the eyewear
industry.

In the “Technological Innovation
Frames” category, LINDBERG won
the gold award for its new eyewear
that combined a buffalo horn front
with titanium temples, and which is
 held together in a brand new way
thanks to the unique hinge design.
CEO Henrik LINDBERG said that it
felt very special receiving the 
innovation award,  because 
innovation is LINDBERG’s strategic
focal point and its primary weapon
in the extremely competitive 
international eyewear business. 

SILMO GOLD AWARD 2011 FOR LINDBERG!

“Innovation is LINDBERG’s strategic
focal point & it’s primary weapon in

the extremely competitive international
eyewear business”

TITANflex glasses:
•are ten times more flexible than frames made
from standard metal.
•have a memory metal effect and, following
extreme reshaping, always go back to their
original condition.
•are ideally suited to normal day-to-day
wear, as far as their flexibility is concerned.
•are much lighter than frames made from
conventional materials.

“Men who have high demands in terms of function
and design, even when it comes to their glasses,

have a range of attractive models to choose from.”



Silicone Hydrogel lenses have lots of benefits
to wearers. The main benefits are comfort and
convenience.

•Silicone Hydrogel contact lenses contain
less water than traditional hydrogel lenses.
As a result, they are not as prone to
dehydration while you are wearing them.
For some people who wear their lenses for
long days, this can mean better end-of-day
comfort.

•Silicone Hydrogels also have made 30-
day contact lens wear, called "continuous
wear", available once again.

Discover BIOFINITY, the breathable contact lenses

For many years, clinicians and scientists involved in the cornea and contact lens field have believed that
increased oxygen transmissibility of contact lenses would dramatically reduce the rates of infection associated
with contact lens wear especially for the clients that would like to sleep wearing their lenses.
Traditional soft contact lenses are made from hydrogel polymers (soft, water-containing plastics). The plastic
itself does not transfer oxygen to the cornea. The water content performs the job of carrying oxygen through the
lens to the eye. However, water can carry only so much oxygen and the more water a lens contains, the greater
its tendency to dehydrate after long periods of wear.

Silicone Hydrogel contact lenses represent a breakthrough over traditional hydrogel soft contact lenses because
silicone allows much more oxygen (essential for a healthy cornea) to pass through the lens. 

TO BE HEALTHY, YOUR EYES NEED OXYGEN.

Buy your eyewear or contact lenses from VISIQUE
Optometrists using the Horizon Plus Blue Card from Bank Audi
and pay in equal monthly installments with 0% interest.

PLEASE CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS.

BUY NOW, PAY LATER WITH 0% INTEREST

“Silicone hydrogel lenses deliver three to five times oxygen to the cornea,
compared with the leading hydrogel soft contact lens brand.”

There are 3 generations of silicone Hydrogel lenses. The latest is the BIOFINITY contact lens
that was introduced in the Lebanese market. The advantages of BIOFINITY contact lenses are
numerous. The most important one is that the lens does not require any surface treatment or
intrinsic internal wetting agent to keep it hydrated all day long inducing better comfort.
Moreover, BIOFINITY has aspheric front surface optics that provide better visual acuity.

The Silicone Hydrogel lens material category has a tremendous growth level in the contact lens
field. It should and will become the dominant material fit in nearly all segments of the soft
contact lens market. Further innovations in silicone Hydrogel technology should allow continued
comfort and wearability especially for dry eye patients. So, if you are a contact lens wearer,
make sure to preserve your corneal health by using the BIOFINITY contact lens. 

PLEASE RESERVE YOUR APPOINTMENT FOR A TRIAL SESSION.



If you are having trouble reading things up close, chances are, you are experiencing presbyopia, a naturally
occurring vision condition that begins to affect most people in their 40s. Presbyopia is one of the most common
changes to your vision as you age. It causes increased difficulty in performing near-vision tasks, like reading
and close work. As you age, the lenses in your eyes thicken and lose their elasticity, and the muscles
surrounding the lenses weaken. 

ARE YOU OVER 40? 
If so, you may want to consider wearing multifocal contact lenses.

How can you tell if you have presbyopia?
The main symptom of presbyopia is blurred vision, especially when doing close work or trying to focus on near
objects. The blurriness is worse in dim light or when you are fatigued. You may notice the tendency to hold
reading materials farther away in order to read. Presbyopia can also cause headaches and/or eyestrain.
Presbyopia is usually diagnosed through a comprehensive eye exam.

Will your vision continue to get worse?
Near vision begins to decline due to presbyopia at around the time you enter your 40s. Presbyopia continues to
progress  requiring changes to prescriptions for contact lenses or glasses until you reach your early 60s. At this
point, your vision should stop getting worse.

How is presbyopia treated?
Presbyopia can be corrected by wearing progressive
ophthalmic lenses. However, a number of multifocal
contact lens options are available today for you to
consider.
Multifocal contact lenses offer the best of both worlds:
no glasses, along with good near and distance vision.

“Proclear Multifocal contact
lenses are the only lenses
designed to address two

common conditions
experienced by those with

aging eyes: 
presbyopia and eye dryness.”

Only Proclear Multifocal contact lenses combine a
superior lens design, Balanced Progressive™
Technology, with a unique lens material made using
our patented PC Technology™. The result is a lens
that gives you great vision at every distance while
staying moist and comfortable, all day long.

ONLY Proclear lenses are cleared by the FDA for the
claim: "may provide improved comfort for contact lens
wearers who experience mild discomfort or symptoms
relating to dryness during lens wear."

For those with a need for extended range of powers,
you can still enjoy the benefits of Proclear Multifocal
with our Proclear Multifocal XR contact lenses.

MAKE SURE TO CALL US FOR A TRIAL SESSION.

BEST SOLUTION: PROCLEAR MULTIFOCAL CONTACT LENS



Visique Optometrists had the privilege to organize a
seminar on optical and contact lenses for the elite
Lebanese Ophthalmologists in Le Gabriel Hotel. 
The seminar was organized in the purpose of
presenting the newly launched progressive contact
lenses for presbyopic patients, the  “PROCLEAR
MULITFOCAL” and the contact lenses that correct
corneal distortion, the “CLEARKONE LENSES”.
Moreover, Visique Optometrists’ team had presented
the latest in PROGRESSIVE OPHTHALMIC LENSES and
their treatments. The Seminar ended with a very
friendly dinner.

Visique Optometrists’ team had the chance to attend, the
“First Contact Lens Symposium” in Habtoor hotel. 
Liliane Tanal, Doctor of Optometry and Partner of
Visique Optometrists, presented 2 lectures about
Proclear multifocal. Dr. Paul Rose, the inventor of the
state of art Rose K lenses, presented a lecture about
fitting challenging cases in Keratoconus. Moreover, we
had the chance to attend a lecture given by Dr.
Johnathan Walker, about the latest material in contact
lenses, the  SILICONE HYDROGEL. 
This day enriched more the knowledge of Visique
Optometrists’ team who was eager to apply 
them in its practice. 

SEMINARS

THE LATEST IN OPTICAL & CONTACT LENSES
AT HOTEL “LE GABRIEL”

THE FIRST CONTACT LENS SYMPOSIUM AT
HABTOOR HOTEL

Mrs. Liliane Tanal, Optometrist Doctor and partner of Visique Optometrists was invited to Abu Dhabi to give 3
presentations during the World Congress of Ophthalmology (WOC) that was held last February. The WOC 2012 offers
a high-level scientific program. More than 2000 internationally-recognized speakers took part in over 230 invited
scientific sessions, with presentations in all subspecialties and interests in ophthalmology. 
Mrs. Tanal gave presentations about fitting challenging cases in contact lenses. She had described the fitting process
and the latest contact lens designs.

VISIQUE OPTOMETRISTS AT THE WORLD CONGRESS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY 2012 (WOC) 
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NACCACHE T +961 4 524331 Antelias - Dbayeh Old Road, AEC Bldg., near AGBU Demirdjian Ctr.
ASHRAFIEH T +961 1 333224 Independence St., Elias Sarkis Ave., facing Rizk Tower, Sight 1 Bldg.


